Howdy Friends:
Sorry I missed sending last week MMMeeting. I had taken my granddaughter to Colorado to Drowsy Water Ranch to
ride horses for the week. Up in the mountains we were without internet, phone service, and there wasn't even a
television on the ranch. We had a great time, even without social media contact.

I received a note from Gwynneth Heaton the first week of June, sorry it's late in passing it on:
I recently endured a retina detachment. I went to bed with lights flashing in my eye, and woke up almost totally blind
in my right eye. After visits to three eye specialists all in one day and a major operation (1.5 hour) the next day, I am
now almost totally recovered. They put a huge bubble in my eye to contain the retina and it will gradually dissolve.
Here's a medical alert to everyone: if you ever see light flashes in your eye, go to emergency immediately. At least I
knew to go the next morning. A big disappointment is that with the bubble in my eye I am not allowed to fly so I
cannot go to Alaska with Jack. Since I had been before I am not too sad about that and Jack will go anyway. I hope
everyone has a great summer and that it will stop raining! Gwynneth Heaton We're glad you took action so quickly
and that your eye site will be O.K.
Linda York sent this nice picture last week that I also wanted to pass on.
We had dinner last evening with friends. Mom enjoyed seeing them. (we did too,lol)
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Looks like they're having a good time. Always nice to meet up with Tip friends.
Wishing all you fathers a belated Happy Dad's Day. Have a good week Pam

MONDAY MORNING MEETING June 19, 2017
GOOD MORNING
Pledge of Allegiance
Hospital report: none
Devotion given by: Paul
Al Septrion, park Manager: 172 People on 117 sites. Outdoor Pool should be ready to use tomorrow. The want to
paint the cement by the hobby shop today and then indoor pool will be shut down for repairs.
Note from Pat Patterson (Horack) It rained a little. Everything is green. And our wildlife friends are still here. A bunny
eating the leaves off the flowers that are bloomed. A chipmunk scurries across the porch frequently. The birds are
wondering why the bird feeder isn't up yet since we are back. The geese have already fertilized our back yard quite
well. The beautiful swans quietly move along the channel, but we haven't seen any young ones. Maybe they are all
gone already and picking their own private territory.
The living room is still full of boxes and suitcases getting impatient to be emptied. After a week of motels our bed
feels really good. I actually woke up in the night and wondered where the motel got such a soft blanket cause I
wanted one. Then realized I already had one.
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1400 miles of driving is not fun! even when spread over a week. We were lucky that construction was the only
obstacle to going the speed limit. We bypassed big cities during rush hours and that helped a lot. Didn't see even
one accident, thank God!!

We surely miss all of you at the Tip and all of you that are back up north as we are. As soon as we get unpacked it will
probably be time to repack and head south.
Our love to all of you.
Pat & Joe
Thirsty Thursday will be at:

CowBoy Chicken on Nolana just west of 10th ST.

Video room will be open today after the meeting.
Samba in the A/C Room @ 6:00 P.M. - Contract Rummy Tues. & Thurs @6:30PM
Social Security: Wed.& Sat. in Al Barnes Bldg. @6:15 P.M.
Mexican Train: Sunday in the Al Barnes Bldg. @5:30 P.M.
Majong on Tues. @ 12:30 P. M.- Tennis every AM @7:00
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